The terminology, with respect to convexity and order, is primarily that of [2] .
For example, i(A)(d(A)) is the smallest increasing (decreasing) subset which contains the subset A. By definition, x e i(A)
means that there is an ae A with a < x, where < is the given preorder (called a quasi-order in [4] ). Known results concerning general topological structures and filters are contained in [1] , Also, consistent with [1] , the Hausdorff Separation Axiom is implied by regularity.
2* Convexity and c-continuity* Let (X, ^Γ) be a preordered topological space with topology J7~, and let ^c be the class of all subsets of X of the form i(Ό) or d(U), where U is a ^"-open subset of X. Then ^c generates (i.e., is a subbase for) a convex topology on X. We call ^f c the associated convex topology on X. LEMMA 
The following three conditions are equivalent in a preordered space (X, ^~): ( * ) For every increasing (decreasing) subset A of X, the interior, A°, of A is increasing (decreasing). (**) For every decreasing (increasing) subset A of X, the closure, A~, of A is decreasing (increasing).
( 
Let (X, ^~) be a preordered space and AaX.
A is called a subspace of X when A is given both the preorder and the topology <^~(A) induced from (X, ^~).
A function / from (X, ^~) into a preordered space (Y, ^) is said to be c-continuous if / is continuous from (X, ^~e) into (Y,^).
Thus, if yeX and zeΓ, then z is a cϊimiί 0/ / if the image, /( %(y)), of the filter of all ^^-neighborhoods of y ^7-converges to z. In this case we write z = c-\im x _ y f(x). Consistent with this, if y eA~, then » = c-lim^ (A)f(x) means that the filter base /( 3^(2/) ΓΊ A) ^-converges to ^ , where ^c(y)f]A is the on A of 3^(2/). As a result of the above, we have: LEMMA 
A function f from a preordered space (X, ^~) into a preordered space (Y,^") is c-continuous at a point y e X if and only if f(y) = c-\im x _> y f(x). If both J7~ and &~ cure locally convex "-topologies, then c-continuity and continuity are equivalent.
3. Regularly preordered spaces* Let A be a subset of a preordered space (X, ά?~) . By I(A) (D(A)) we mean the closed increasing {decreasing) hull of A in X. [2] . (
MR) If F is a closed increasing (decreasing) subset of X and x $ F, then there exist disjoint open neighborhoods U of x and V of F such that U is decreasing (increasing) and V is increasing (decreasing). (MRJ If xe X and U is an open decreasing (increasing) neighborhood of x, then there is an open decreasing (increasing) neighborhood V of x such that D(V)aU (I(V)aU).
Proof. If the order of X is discrete (i.e., x < y means x = y), then (X, J7~) will be a regularly ordered space if and only if it is regular (where it is shown in [2] , that a space with a closed order is a Hausdorff space). LEMMA 
If '(X, J7~) is a preordered *-space, then condition (MRJ is equivelent to the following: (MR 2 ) For every xeX and any decreasing (increasing) neighborhood V of x, there is an open decreasing (increasing) neighborhood W of x such that D(W)(zV (I(W)aV).
COROLLARY. In a regularly preordered *-space (X, J7~), every convex neighborhood of a point xeX contains a closed convex neighborhood of x. EXAMPLE 1. Let X be the set of real numbers with its usual order. Define a topology J7~ on X by requiring that a subset V of X be a neighborhood of a point x e X if and only if there is a real ε > 0 such that V contains the open interval (x -ε, x + e) if x is irrational, and V contains (x -ε, x + ε) Γ) P if x e P, where P is the set of rationale. Then (X, J7~) is a regularly ordered *-space which is not regular. Moreover ^~e(P), ^~(P), and and ^Z(A) < ^~{A) C for every finite subset AaN containing more than one element. THEOREM 2. If (X, _^~) is a regularly ordered *-space, then (X, J7~c) is regular. Consequently, JT~C is the strongest regular locally convex topology on X weaker than Proof. To see that ^Γ c is a Hausdorff topology, let x and y be distinct points of X. Since X is ordered, we can assume that x < y. If A is dense and scattered, then ^~e(A) = ^"(A) β . If a scattered subset A is not dense, then ^~C{A) = ^~(A) C whenever (X, ^~) is a *-space. On the other hand, Example 2 yields instances of nonscattered subsets. THEOREM 
Let (X, ^~) δe α preordered space, A a J^Γ-dense subset of X, and f a c-continuous function from (A, J7~(A)) into a regularly ordered *-space (Y,^). Then there exists a unique ccontinuous extension g of f to (X, ^) if and only if the c-Y\m x _ y (A)f(x) exists for every y e X. If A is scattered, then f order-preserving implies g order-preserving.
Proof. We note that A ^"-dense implies A ^" c -dense. Now, if the extension g exists, then its continuity from (X, J7~e) into (Y, ^c) guarantees the existence of the c-\\m x _ y (A)f(X) for every yeX. [1] . Suppose that the c-limit exists for every yeX and let aeA,^ the filter on Y generated by the class /( %(α) flA)U/( 5^(α) β ), where 5^(α) c is the filter of all S~ (A) c -neighborhoods of a. By hypothesis, z = c-lim(A) a ._» α /(a?) for some 2G7; SO ^ is stronger than 5^ (2) . By the c-continuity of / on {A, ^(A)), <2S is stronger than 5^(/(α)). It follows that 2 = f(a) since (F, ^7) is a Hausdorff space. Hence / is continuous from (A, ^~C{A) ) into (Y,^) and, therefore, there is a unique extension g of /which is continuous from (X, ^c) into (F, ^) [1] , Hence g is the required extension of /.
Let A be scattered, / order-preserving, and x < y. It remains to show that g(x) < g(y). Let & be the class of all sets of the form [/Γl4, where U is a decreasing ^^-neighborhood of y. Then ^ is filter base on X such that x is a ..^.-adherent point of ^. Since # is continuous, g(x) is an ^-adherent point of #(^) = f (&) Suppose that g(x) < 0(2/). Then there exist ^-open neighborhoods C of #(#) and D of 0(2/) such that C is increasing, 2) is decreasing, and Cf)D = φ. Thus
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